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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES
The last year or two have seen a period of stability in the Society’s affairs. We have owned
‘Comrade’ for eleven years and ‘Amy Howson’ for nine. Both have been sailed successfully
for a number of seasons, and confidence and experience have been gained in handling the
ships under different conditions. Thanks to hard work by the crews and to several television
contracts, the financial position has improved, at least for the moment. This is not to sound
complacent; there is still a great deal to learn, and one relatively minor repair bill could still
turn black into red. Nevertheless, it is tempting at present to turn the mind to a new
project, and a fresh challenge.
The Society now owns examples of two of the tree distinctive types of Humber Traders. The
third, and perhaps the least known, was the billy boy. A development of the sloop, the billy
boy was adapted for coastal work: her mast or masts were fixed, and had to be lifted out
by crane if she was to enter inland waterways. The smaller billy boys were rigged with a
single mast, fidded topmast and bowsprit, and carried gaff, mainsail and topsail, foresail
and jib. Many had two masts and were rigged as ketches. Hull shapes were far from
standardised, but photographs show many to have conformed to the keel or sloop pattern,
having a rounded bow and stern, and a round bilge with a flat bottom. There were two
holds, and normally raised bulwarks around the bow and often right round the ship.
Leeboards were frequently carried. In size they might vary from the dimensions of a normal
sloop up to the capacity of perhaps 140 tons. Trading out of the Humber, they were
photographed in many ports and havens down the East Coast, and occasionally went
abroad. Far less has been written about the billy boy than about other coastal sailing craft,
and little research has been carried out.
The possibility of the Society acquiring a billy boy has been discussed from time to time. We
know of two surviving examples, and a third may be in existence in Scotland. As these
notes are being written, we are examining the possibility of buying one of them.
The implications of acquiring a third ship go well beyond the question of the purchase price,
or the condition of the vessel. To finance the restoration of a billy boy is a larger scale
project than any we have previously attempted and some grant aid, and probably the
provision of labour through an MSC scheme would be needed. We have to consider too
whether such an expansion to our operations would not overtax our human resources;
certainly those members at present engaged in looking after ‘Comrade’ and ‘Amy’ have little
time to spare.
One possible answer might
Goole has been suggested,
gaining some fresh support
not to be taken lightly. We
active involvement!
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SOCIAL EVENING
This year’s Social Evening for members and friends will be held on Thursday 28th November
at 8-00 p.m. The venue will be Valiant House, otherwise known as the Merchant Navy
Hotel, in Hull. The speaker will be Captain Bill Littlewood, who will present a collection of
slides and anecdotes under the title ‘A Humber Miscellany’. Those who have heard Captain
Littlewood before will know that his talks are as informative as they are entertaining. We
look forward to a most enjoyable evening. A usual a bar will be available. The hotel is
situated on the corner of Anlaby Road opposite the Cecil Cinema, and we have been asked
to use the private Club entrance from the car park, at the end nearest to the Danish
Seamen’s Church. Please come, and bring your friends.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The provisional date for this year’s AGM is Saturday, 15th February at the Hope and Anchor
Inn, South Ferriby. As usual this will be an afternoon meeting, with a talk after the formal
business. The Notice of the Meeting will be sent out in the New Year.

ALBERT DOCK
Last year Hull City Council announced long term plans to develop a Maritime Theme Park at
Albert Dock. The Dock, which remains the property of Associated British Ports, lies parallel
to the River a short distance to the East of Hull Marina and the city centre. Built to handle
general cargo, it became the Fish Dock after the closure of St Andrew’s Dock, but with the
virtual demise of Hull’s fishing fleet it is little used. Today it houses a collection of laid-up
trawlers and miscellaneous small craft, though fish is still unloaded from time to time,
mainly from foreign vessels.
On July 29th a meeting was held at Hull Guildhall, chaired by Councillor Doyle, the leader of
the City Council. Our own Society was represented, along with Hull Museums and the
owners of the Paddle Steamer ‘Lincoln Castle’ and the sailing trawler ‘William McCann’.
Councillor Doyle outlined the Council’s plans for major developments at the North East
Corner of the Dock, to include the City’s new ice rink as well as housing. The centrepiece
was to be a collection of historic ships, including the former Spurn Lightship and the small
wooden trawler ‘Grena Pearl’, owned by the Council.
The scheme is an exciting one, and its realisation has recently moved a step nearer with the
announcement of the approval of grant aid totalling £7½ million from the European
Community for areas that have suffered the loss of their fishing fleets. A substantial portion
of this will come to Hull, and the City Council plans to direct much of it into the
development of the Albert Dock area.
SLABLINE
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This is a project with which the Society would very much like to be involved. Apart from the
benefits of acquiring a convenient berth for ‘Comrade’ on the North Bank, the presence of a
Humber Keel among the ships on view would be highly desirable, and would help to
increase public awareness both of the significance of the Keel and the activities of the
Society. Nevertheless, there are problems. One relates to security arrangements at the
Dock, but the chief one concerns access from the Humber. Owing to a defect in one of the
lock gates, and also a reduction in staff, it is impossible to enter or leave the Dock at
present except during a period of 1½ hours before high water. During the sailing season
this could involve our crews in long periods of waiting, and at times might expose the ship
to risk. These problems would need to be tackled before we could use the Dock as a sailing
base.
Our own Society had welcomed the City Council’s proposals and offered its support. At the
same time we have strongly concurred with the view put forward by Arthur Credland, Hull
Museums’ Keeper of Maritime History, that the collection of ships needs a larger vessel to
be its centrepiece and the ideal choice would be the Hull trawler ‘Arctic Corsair’, the last
ocean going side trawler to survive in an unaltered state. A move to preserve the ‘Arctic
Corsair’ would receive strong support in Hull, and the ship could accommodate many
visitors and offer much to interest them. It would be the most appropriate way of
commemorating a great industry which characterised the city for a century.

CUSWORTH HALL MUSEUM
Between October and December, an exhibition on the History of the Sheffield and South
Yorkshire Navigation is being held at the Museum of South Yorkshire Life, Cusworth Hall,
just north of Doncaster. The Society has loaned several items for display, and John
Hainsworth was asked to give a lecture at the official opening of the exhibition on 4th
October.
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THE KEEL REGATTAS

Reproduced here are drawings from the sketchbook of W R Nixon, signwriter and painter,
active in the latter part of the nineteenth century. They are particularly interesting for giving
details of the colour schemes and the artist notes that the PHOEBE was clinker built and the
LUCY and LILLY of carvel (he writes carver) construction. The sketchbook also includes a
number of drawings of steamers of the Wilson and Bailey and Leetham fleets and of the
keel regattas. The earliest of the latter is dated 25th August 1876, showing the keels at the
finish on the first day. He indicates whether the sails of the most prominent vessels are old
or new and gives their names starting with the most prominent, PHOEBE, LUCY and LILLY,
HUMILITY, MARY ad MARK, MARY ANN, HUMBER WITCH, and HANNAH and HARRIET.
Those in the extreme distances are anonymous. A more perfunctory sketch of the line-up
for the second day is drawn on the next leaf. The event is described in the Hull and Eastern
Counties Herald for the 26th August, page 7, which also records the death of Robert
Mattison, mud pilot, killed when the signal gun he was reloading blew up.
There are drawings of the regatta in 1877 also, that for the first day, 25th July, shows the A
QUEST, HUMBER WITCH, SARAH ANN and HANNAH and HARRIET, and a sketch for the
second day with brief colour notes. Sketches of the keel events in 1878, on the 17th July,
are not very informative.
The first regatta of this series took place in 1874 when the Hull Keel Regatta Club was
formed. An oil painting, in the Town Docks Museum, also by W R Nixon shows the keel
KIERO winning the first race on the 13th August that year when she received the £25 Bailey
and Leetham prize. The KIERO is shown abreast of the Trent packet ISLE of AXHOLME
hired as the committee boat and filled with members and spectators.
Another race took place on Friday 14th August and a full account of the two-day event can
be found on page seven of the Hull and Eastern Counties Herald for the 20th August.
A poster advertising the second annual regatta staged on the 4th and 5th August, 1875 is in
the Town Docks Museum. It gives comprehensive details of the races and associated
entertainments.
On the first day, the first keel over the finishing line received the Regatta Club’s prize of
£20, the second keel the Keel Owner’s prize of £13, the third keel the Colliery Owner’s prize
of £9, the fourth keel, the Aire and Calder prize of £5, the sixth keel, £1 and the seventh
keel was refunded the entrance fee. On the second day the first keel took the Hull Keel
Regatta Club’s prize of £20, the second keel, the Hull Merchants’ prize of £13, the third
keel, the Hull Corporation prize of £9, the fourth keel, the Keelmen’s prize of £6, the fifth
keel, the Roundwood prize of £3, the sixth keel £1 and the seventh keel a refund of the
entrance fee. On each day there was a rowing match in keel boats (four rowers and a
coxswain) rowed and steered by Coalheavers with round-mouthed shovels, and a sailing
match for keel youths of under twenty years old. After each days race a punt hunt took
place and in the evening climbing the greasy pole for legs of mutton. A brass band played
for the occasion and the committee hired the steamer LIVERPOOL. Patrons were the Mayor
and Sherriff, C H Wilson MP, W H H Broadley MP, C M Norwood MP and C Sykes MP,
politicians who were active as Hull ship-owners and merchants.
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The rules and regulations printed at the bottom of the poster read as follows:

The keels to be anchored in a line off the Albert Dock engine-house at nine o’clock each
day; sails close down until the firing of the second gun. All keels to sail with mainsail and
topsail only: mainsail not to exceed eight yards in hoist, thirteen breadths in the head, and
eighteen in the foot; topsail not to exceed twelve breadths in the head, fourteen in the foot,
and eleven feet hoist; to be made of twenty-four inch canvas. Leeboards not to exceed
twelve feet from the head chain, and six and a half feet across the bottom.
Each keel to fly a burgee bearing the name under which it is entered; and each keel to have
one recognised Captain, who shall take the absolute management during the race. No keel
to carry more than five hands, including the Captain; such crew to have been regularly
employed as keelmen.
The winners of the first and second prizes on the first day to be scratched from the second
day’s race. No iron keels admitted; nor keels larger than 58½ feet overall, or under six feet
high, including gunwale. Any keel with extra bilge chocks, hanging keel, fore gripe, or other
unusual applicances, to be disqualified.
The course to be down the Humber, ship’s track, round no.6 Buoy, passing it on the port
hand, and back to the winning boat off the East Pier, passing it also on the port side. Each
keel to keep her course on the starboard tack. In case of any keel coming up with another
near any buoy, the leeward keel must give way.
The winners of the first, second and third prizes to be laid upon the hard immediately after
each days races, for the committee inspection. Any keel neglecting to comply with the
foregoing regulations to be disqualified.
Sculling and Rowing matches – No entrance fee; but each boat must carry a distinguishing
flag and be entered at the same time and place as the keels. The first boats on the first day
to be scratched from the second day’s races.
Should the weather prove unfavourable on the morning of the races, and the Committee
deem it necessary to alter the distance, due notice will be given in writing to each Captain
previous to starting.
Anthony Bannister, J P Commadore
William Wood, Hon Sec.

Anthony Bannister’s principal occupation was as a coal merchant and he would have been a
regular user of keels for transporting cargoes from the Yorkshire coalfields. It is probably no
coincidence therefore that a rowing match for coal merchants in included in the programme
as well as a Colliery Owners’ prize.
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An announcement concerning the formation of the Regatta Club in the Hull and Eastern
Counties Herald, 23rd July 1874 (p.6) refers to the ‘old club having retired from the field
some years past’. I have found no record of any independent organisation prior to 1874 but
keel races were certainly included in the Hull Grand Regatta, 20-21st July 1864, organised
under the patronage of the Royal Yorkshire Yacht Club and various local worthies. A press
cutting for 1864 refers to ‘sailing matches for keels’ along with races for fishing vessels,
gold dusters, four and six-oared gigs and galleys all of which appeared on the same
programme with the more prestigious races for members of the various royal yacht clubs.
This cutting is posted into a scrapbook compiled by Samuel Stadidge Walton, Shipbuilder
and captain of volunteers; numbered five and covering the years 1893-7 it is preserved in
the Local History Library, Albion Street.
A watercolour, in private hands, by William Fredrick Settle, pupil and assistant of John
Ward, is dated 1864 and shows the line-up of keels at the number eight buoy. Displayed in
the Town Docks Museum is an anonymous oil painting exactly reproducing this composition.
All the vessels fly their name pennants and from right to left the following are discernable Z
PEARSON, KIERO, JOANNAH and HOPE.
The Royal Yorkshire Yacht Club newly formed (or maybe reconstituted) in 1847 held a
regatta in the autumn of that year. A fine lithograph by John Ward shows the Yacht Hilda
winning the Challenge Cup on the 28th September. The next year the RYYC and various
merchants and ship owners were the patrons of the Hull Grand Regatta. A poster in the
collections of the Hull Local History Library advertises the programme for this three-day
event, 19th to 21st July, 1848. Included are races for yachts, fishing vessels, gigs and gold
dusters, but keels are not mentioned. Entering applications were received at the Committee
rooms in the Minerva Hotel or at the office of Anthony Bannister, 4 Minerva Terrace.
Bannisiter, Vice Commodore of the RYYC from 1856 until his death in 1878, as we have
seen was commodore of the newly formed Hull Keel Regatta Club in 1874. It seems
probable therefore that he was responsible for establishing keel events as part of the Hull
Grand Regatta, which included these craft by 1864 and was probably the prime mover in
the formation of the Hull Keel Regatta Club ten years later.
A G CREDLAND
Town Docks Museum
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A HUMBER TRAGEDY

Nineteenth Century newspapers frequently contained accounts of shipwrecks in the
Humber. When keels were involved, the frequent presence of families aboard sometimes
led to especially tragic incidents. Mr John Wain has found a copy, stained and tattered, of a
handbill, no doubt sold to raise funds for the support of a keelman’s widow who lost a
husband and two children one morning in 1885. The harrowing circumstances still cause
pain today, despite the sentimental balladry of the Victorian writer.
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ANDERTON’S SLOOPS
Howdendyke has always been of some significance as a port. Today several coasters can
usually be seen there by the motorists who cross the Ouse Bridge on the M62, and almost
certainly a greater volume of traffic is being handled today than at any time in the past.
Many of the ships serve the Ouse Chemical Works, now part of the Hargreaves Group but
formerly owned by Anderton’s who also made full use of the river. These notes are
compiled from information given about twelve years ago by Mr Watson, Anderton’s former
Secretary who was living in retirement in Howden, and by Mr Wheldrake of Howdendyke
whose father was employed by the firm.
Within their memory, Anderton’s owned five sloops. Two of them, ‘Hydro’ and ‘Sulpho’,
were rigged as cutters, with fixed mast, bowsprit, jib and topsail. A photograph of ‘Sulpho’
taken at West Stockwith about 1910, shows her to have a sparring deck between separate
fore and aft holds where the mast was stepped in the manner of a billy boy, though she
lacked the bulwarks which generally characterised these vessels. Aboard are her captain,
William Weldrake, with his wife and his son Herbert, who went as Mate. Her condition is
immaculate. Both ‘Hydro’ and ‘Sulpho’ were 64ft in length by 18ft 6ins beam. ‘Hydro’ was
the last sloop owned by Anderton’s; she had been built about 1894, and her first captain
was Robert Cooper. Later she was captained by Dick Abbey. Both ships were converted to
normal sloop rig in later years.
Anderton’s also owned a smaller ship called ‘Nitro’ only 14ft 6ins beam. She regularly went
to Driffield, and carried a yard and square-sail for this purpose. Before Mr Wheldrake’s time
the firm owned a larger vessel, the ‘Cupro’ which could carry about 160 tons and which was
in use as a lighter in Hull Docks after the war, and a fifth vessel, the ‘Phospho’.
The sloops carried cargoes both to and from the works. The inward cargoes were the raw
materials for the chemical processes. They were mostly loaded ex-ship at Hull or Goole.
Phosphates came mostly from North Africa, and there were also iron pyrites (iron ore) and
later potash. Sometimes bone meal in bags was brought down the Trent from Newark. At
Howdendyke the men went into the hold and began shovelling in baskets. For pyrites, a
heavy material, small, strongly made baskets were needed; bigger baskets could be used
for the phosphate. The baskets were made at Skelton by Mr Parker, and later when he
retired, by Mr Claydon. They were made of willow and cane, the cane gave extra strength
and springiness and lasted longer than willow. Making the baskets was a heavy job, as the
willow boughs were up to half an inch thick, and one basket had to take up to 3cwt of iron
ore. Each basket had two ropes with eyes attached, which went right under the basket.
The full baskets were lifted out of the hold by a derrick, the winch being operated from the
shore and placed on one-wheeled wooden barrows; these were flat with curved handles,
and were made of ash by Anderton’s themselves.
A gantry ran out from the shore, and as the basket came up the man wheeling would catch
the chain, swing the basket round, and the man on the winch would drop it onto his barrow
to be unhooked and wheeled ashore. As the gantry was too narrow for the men to turn
round, they would pull the barrow with the empty basket and push it with the full one. The
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wheeling gang were made up of four to six men, two of whom were in the hold with the
captain and the mate.
Having discharged, the sloops would often load another cargo at the works. At one time
there were three jetties, the one nearest the office being the loading jetty. Iron ore was
brought to the works so that sulphur could be extracted; after being burned in kilns, the ore
was loaded into tubs – a very dusty job – and tipped in bulk into the sloops to be taken to
West Stockwith to be smelted at the iron works of Morris and Co. But the principal item in
the ore trade was fertiliser. Superphosphate was produced from phosphate and sulphuric
acid, and this was sent out in bags to various destinations. In the more distant past, Mr
Wheldrake told me that ‘Hydro’ and ‘Sulpho’ had sailed coastwise in the summer months, to
Wisbech and the Wash ports, but in Mr Watson’s time the trade was mostly up the Trent. In
addition, cargoes went to Hull for loading onto rail wagons for Bridlington, and also to Selby
for transport by rail into the West Riding, to York and to Driffield.
A typical load for up the Trent might include consignments for several destinations: West
Butterwick, Owston Ferry, Gunness Wharf and so on. Transport by sloop could be
somewhat erratic, and firms could ‘lose’ a ship for a week at a time. The Captains were
issued with post cards printed with gaps to fill in so that they could report where they were,
but some Captains found writing difficult and preferred to avoid it. Not every destination
was provided with a wharf, and when delivering on the tidal Trent it was customary to
anchor off, and then at low tide to go ashore and dig out a berth with special wooden
shovels, called docking tools. On the next tide the ship would be put on the berth, and the
mate would go off to notify the farmer who was to take delivery. A gantry would be rigged:
a simple plank with one end ashore and the other on the boom. The Captain would be in
the hold hanging on bags; the mate would be on the fore roller to hoist them out. Men
were hired for the actual carrying, no barrows were used; the sacks, weighing up to 16
stone, were carried on the men’s backs along the plank to the farmer’s cart. A delivery trip
of this kind might last up to two weeks before the sloop returned to Howdendyke.
Today the handling equipment at Howdendyke is fully mechanised, and the forklift trucks
scurry about taking the bags to the waiting lorries. As in so many walks of life, the nature of
men’s work has been totally transformed. Only the river remains the same.
JOHN HAINSWORTH
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FRESH PAULL SHRIMPS
(continued)
The Paull Fisherman’s summer activities were not always restricted to just fishing. In the
years when the Yorkshire Yacht Club was based in Hull, the fishermen provided a pool of
experience crewmen and skippers for the yachts. Other yachts coming from the South also
used Paull men as pilots in the estuary, the intimate knowledge of the sands being
invaluable to the big deep-keeled yachts of the late 19th century. Sam Pickering recalls his
father crewing in an 80 ton yawl, (name unknown), which sailed from Hull to Bridlington in
6 hours, quite a passage!!!!
Crewing at times was more remuneration than shrimping and on occasions some of the
half-deckers were never commissioned for a whole season, shrimping was, after all, not the
easiest way to earn a living.
At the end of the shrimping season the half-deckers were laid up in the haven, their sails
put ashore, together with all running rigging and fishing gear. The winter boats, usually exsmacks or trawler’s boats from the boxing fleet were about 14’ – 16’ long, clinker built, bluff
in the bows and very strongly constructed. They were completely open and carried a
dipping lugs’l rig.
Winter was the time for long lining for Cod and Codling in the estuary. These winter fish
were considerably more prolific than they are now. Even as late as 1933, one bitter January
morning Sam Pickering and Fred Gorbutt laid 5 packs of lines (with 200 hooks in each pack)
baited with mussel, along the middle sand. The lines were shot at 5 a.m. and were on the
riverbed for only 1½ hours. When Fred and Sam hauled these five lines, they recovered
42½ stones of prime winter Cod, a large proportion of the fish reaching double figures in
weight. Their reward for this labour? – 1/6d per stone.
This was payment for a task which included collecting the sacks of mussels from Hull,
opening the shells, extracting the mussel and baiting the 1000 hooks, coiling down the lines
in the skeps, leaving their beds at 3 a.m., pulling (rowing) the boat clear of the haven and
to a point chosen to shoot the lines. After shooting away the lines there followed a 1½ hour
wait in the bitter cold before hauling the lines, a task which warmed a man up bodily, but
not his hands. Lines aboard and coiled down (uncoiled lines in a small boat are a death
trap) 42½ stones is a lot of cod to gut and wash, while heading back to Paull, and all for
1/6d a stone !!!! Although these events took place at the end of the Paull Shrimper era, it
was typical of winter fishing from Paull.
When Sam Pickering and Fred Gorbutt started fishing, Paull as a fishing centre was well into
decline but the fishermen still had pride in their boats and discussed at length the sailing
qualities of each. ‘Henry Sophia’ was a good, all round boat, handy, weatherly and pulled
well with her trawls down. Some boats were good to windward, some took half a gale of
wind to move them, but the best of the boats in all conditions, the two experts agree, was
‘Whisper’, she was a real witch. By all accounts she was a joy to look at, could sail rings
around everything on the river, whatever the wind strength, yet was easily handled by one
man. When the other boats were anchored, riding out the last of the ebb ‘Whisper’ could be
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rowed up river against the current moving the water like a well-honed knife. Perhaps her
original owner named her after the wind force it took to move her!!
Some of the boats were built in Grimsby, some were built in Winteringham but ‘Henry
Sophia’ came from Boston where she had been built way back in the 1870’s. Sam
Pickering’s grandfather signed aboard a sprits’l barge trading between the Humber and the
Thames. His wages were 25/- a week out of which he saved £1. At the end of twenty
weeks, Ralph Pickering signed a bill of sale written on a scrap of notepaper, H Gostelow
(the previous owner) made his mark on top of a Victorian one penny stamp and throwing
his gear aboard the ‘Henry Sophia’, Ralph sailed her to Paull, a proud owner of a boat that
was to serve 3 generations of his family; the date was August 1st, 1899. She had already
served one generation of her previous owners.
Worn out and with fishing finished from Paull by the onset of World War II, the ‘Henry
Sophia’ was laid up in the haven. When the war finished she never fished again but was
hauled up on the bank and there fell to pieces. Each successive spring tide floated these
pieces away until she had completely disappeared. The only remaining part of this fine boat
is here ‘middle jib’ given to the writer and set as a jib on ‘Comrade’ this summer! The sail
was made in 1915 and is virtually as good as the day it was made, a tribute to the
preservative properties of ‘Pookie’.
The Pickering family didn’t concentrate its activities solely on fishing. Ralph, followed by his
son George (Sam’s grandfather and father respectively) also ran a successful business
clearing wrecks using explosives which they stored on Read’s Island in a magazine. Neither
of these two men would employ divers because they wouldn’t trust the word of a man who
could only ‘see’ with his hands in the murky waters of the Humber. The technique used to
locate the wreck involved dragging grapples along the riverbed until the wreck was
snagged, then identifying the ends by the same method. Bags of gelignite weighted with
stones were then lowered onto the wreck at set intervals along its full length and all the
fuses brought to a central point. From a safe distance all the charges would be detonated at
once blowing the ship outwards and downwards. This method appears to have been quite
successful as the Pickerings were kept busy. One wreck in particular that George dispersed
off the Victoria Dock required a larger than normal amount of explosive and the resulting
shock wave shattered most of the windows in the front of the Victoria Hotel!!!!
The vessel used for this work was the big-decked boat ‘Gift’ as she had accommodation for
four men, a necessity when disposing of a wreck which could take several days. ‘Gift’ did
not always come away unscathed is borne out by the number of repair bills dated 1911 and
1913 still in possession of Sam Pickering. The bills from Messrs Routh & Waddingham are
for repairs to ‘Gift’s’ stern post and rudder. This damage would be mainly sustained when
working in shoal water and accidently taking the ground, a purpose she was not designed
for. Shock waves from underwater explosions could only aggravate any damage caused by
pounding on hard sand. Interesting facts taken from these bills show labour charges for a
skilled man as being 6¾d per hour, the cost of seasoned oak as 2/6d a cube and new
rudder irons as 1/6d each. A bill dated November 1911 for three days work, 6 cubic feet of
oak, 5 rudder irons, 42 man hours and assorted bolts, nails, washers and other ironwork
totals £3.5s.10½d. By December 1913 the cost of labour had rocketed to 7d per hour but
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the bill still only came to £2.4s.2½d for three days work. ‘Gift’ worn out, was eventually
broken up, as were all the boats from Paull, or so it was thought (by the writer that is),
until July of this year when ‘Comrade’ was anchored off Pyewipe.
A boat was observed to be approaching with a trawl towing astern, the hull shape seemed
familiar even though the vessel sported a wheelhouse very like Doctor Who’s ‘TARDIS’. A
tripod mast adorned her fore deck and a small motor winch mounted amidships. The name
on her bow was ‘Effort’. A shouted enquiry confirmed that she was the same ‘Effort’ built in
1903 to fish for prawns out of Patrington Haven. When owned by Frank Parrot she
occasionally fished from Paull. In the late twenties or early thirties she was blown down and
sunk by a squall off Grimsby. Salvaged, she had a Kelvin engine fitted and has, presumably,
fished to this day. ‘Effort’ fished through the final golden years of the Patrington prawn
fishery, the Paull shrimpers, two world wars and up to the present day, if ever a vessel
called for preservation, ‘Effort’ does.
‘DEADEYES’

“SO WE’LL GO TO BRANDY WHARF”
Wind south to southwest 6 to 7, heavy showers, the VTS man said.
Saturday, the previous day, hadn’t been so bad, but after a morning’s sail under mains’l and
tops’l in company (on one occasion quite close company) with ‘Amy’ the wind freshened
resulting in the tops’l being lowered and then one reef being hauled in the main. ‘Comrade’
had been sailed into the south channel under the lee of the Lincolnshire shore west of
Skitter Ness and after romping along in three and a half feet of water had taken the
ground, comfortable, sheltered out of everyone’s way.
The awesome power of a flowing spring tide in the Humber was very soon demonstrated,
and as she floated, ‘Comrade’, under power followed by ‘Amy Howson’ back home to
Ferriby Sluice. A pleasant evening in the ‘Hope and Anchor’ had rounded off the day quite
well.
Now it was Sunday, the VTS man had given his forecast, the rain was hammering on the
deck, the wind at least force 6 was singing through the ship’s rigging, the wind vane was
rattling like a light machine gun and the party was arriving bedraggled, clutching their
belongings with their enthusiasm draining away in the torrential rain running down their
oily’s and dripping into pools on the deck.
The decision made, the ship was swung head up river, the mast lowered and the voyage to
Brandy Wharf started. As we progressed south the rain eased then stopped although the
wind still swept with great enthusiasm across the flat lands to the west of the River
Ancholme, even the sun occasionally shone. Anglers lined the west bank, seeming to prefer
their backs to the rain. As ‘Comrade’ passed, they muttered dark angler’s oaths to speed
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her on her way south. A fleeting visit from a Heron looking for a meal stirred the interest of
everyone briefly.
As each bridge passed over us, Brigg came into view, was reached then passed astern, the
crew looking ruefully into Coal Dyke, swopping memories of the heaving, hauling and
sweating that had been necessary to extricate the ship last year in weather totally different
to that existing today. Passing under the last bridge the beamy curved hull of an obvious
fishing vessel was observed moored alongside the east bank, enquiries called across the
water to her owner confirmed that she was in fact an old smack and Belgian in origin. With
her rig in place she must have been a very impressive and powerful ship, able to handle
anything the North Sea could throw at her. Passing out of Brigg heading further south, after
several miles of featureless countryside, at last the warehouse at Brandy Wharf appeared in
the distance, then the bridge and the pub just beyond, a welcome sight indeed. The river
was getting shallow now and as ‘Comrade’ started to pass under the bridge it became
obvious that the mast head was not going to clear the structure. The engine was put in full
astern but with a clunk! clunk! bump! splash! the truck and wind vane disappeared into the
river followed by a selection of nautical oaths from the cabin deck !!! As everyone knew
exactly where the wind vane was, it was decided to postpone salvage operations until liquid
refreshments had been obtained.
This visit to the pub was an experience in itself, a request for pints of bitter being met by a
flat refusal and a long sermon on the qualities of cider, a drink that only real men consume,
according to the landlord that is. Real men or not ‘Comrade’s’ crew stuck to draught bitter,
much to the disgust of mine host!
Coming out of the dim interior into bright sunshine, one of our London members climbed
into the bridge structure and spotted ‘Comrade’s’ gilded truck shining from the bottom of
the river. In no time at all the underside of the bridge was festooned with crew and friends
swinging grapples and shouting advice. The vane was quickly hauled from the riverbed
complete with truck, everyone re-boarded the ship and, as ‘Amy’s’ crew had assured us that
it was possible to swing a Sheffield sized ship at Brandy wharf, this we tried to do.
‘Comrade’s’ head was put into the pub slipway, the rudder put hard aport, the engine full
ahead and everyone waited for the ship to swing. She swung across the river and stuck.
The tiller was put hard astarboard, engine full astern, the ahead, then astern but she still
refused to swing. One hour later, having tried everything, ably assisted by the local boat
owners and their families, fathoms of rope, lots of enthusiasm and advice (some good,
some bad) and buckets of sweat, the ship still refused to swing. So the decision was taken
to back her through the bridge and downstream to a dyke end on the west bank of the
river, a distance of about ¾ of a mile. This was achieved with all ‘Comrade’s’ crew ashore
with ropes from her bow and starboard quarter and our London member’s wife working the
gears assisted by a strange hopping man from Ilkley!!!
With ‘Comrade’s’ crew stumbling along the bank like a collection of Humphrey Bogarts
towing an enormous ‘African Queen’ the swinging point was reached, the vessel swung, the
crew recovered and the journey back to Ferriby Sluice continued. Brigg was reached as the
evening cooled, then left astern as ‘Comrade’ motored north into the gathering gloom of the
approaching night. As darkness fell combined harvesters with their batteries of lights giving
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them the appearance of ‘Wellsian’ fighting machines, roared in the fields to claim the
harvest before the weather broke again. In total darkness the ship reached Ferriby Sluice,
passing between yachts moored on both banks. As the ship was moored alongside ‘Amy’
the crew set to and raised the mast, set up the standing rigging, lashed down the covers
and quickly squared everything away. The party trooped ashore, some smiling, some not!
The man from Ilkley even hopped ashore. It had been an interesting day!!!

STANILANDS OF THORNE
The firm of Stanilands, which owns one of the two shipyards at Thorne, can trace its history
back to the early 19th century. Fortunately, many of the records have been preserved. Mr
John Wain of Stainforth has compiled the following list of keels, which were repaired at the
yard over a 14 year period, and has kindly allowed to reproduce it.
Detials taken from Stanilands (Thorne) Account Book
For the years June 1881 – August 1883
W H Hinsliffe
Joseph Howard
Thomas Guest
(coal dealer)
Mr Gibson
John Bertram
Thomas Rusling & Sons
John Hague & Co
Joshua Tansley
Thomas Guest
John Smith
John Hague
Mr Selby
(of Gainsborough)
Mr Avenus
Mr Avenus
Mr Avenus
Robert Barlow
George Hague
John Hague
John Hague
John Hague
John Hague
Robert Barlow
Robert Barlow
SLABLINE

Keel
Lighter
Keel

Sarah Ann
Faith
Sarah

Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel

Providence
Betsy
Harriet
Beatitude
Amy
W A John
Lily
Wonder
Mary Ann
Nia (or Via)
Two Sons

Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel

Belinda
Goodintent
George
William Dayking
Sharp
Equity
Amy
Morning Watch
Evening watch
Favourite
Providence
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Mr Ward
Wm Alsop
John Dyson
Mr Grey & Co
Mr Grey & Co
Richard Moxon Scoffield
Mr Avenus
Mr Avenues
Wm Henry Hinsliffe
J M Hinsliffe
(86 Lime St., Graves,
Mr Avenues
Capt Albert Brook
George Brett
John Hague
Wm Henry Hinsliffe
Wm Raper (or Roper)
Wm Raper (or Roper)
John Grey
John Moverlay
John Hague & Co
John Thomas Rusling
R M Scoffield
Mrs Norinable
James Moverlay
Mr Newton
Mr Autram
Wm Johnson
Thomas Burr
Mr Newton
Wm Dean
Wm Alsop
Mrs Booth
Mr Coates
Arthur Barley
Thomas Raper
George Carter
Fred Barley
Wm Johnson
Mr Avenues
George Matchell
M Avenus
John Clark
W Widderson
Thomas Burr
SLABLINE

Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Hull)
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel

Halefax
Ramble
Alice
Lily
Wonder
Annie
Charity
Belinda of Hull
Industry
Petrel
Excelseor
George A Elizabeth
Friend
Elma
Sarah Ann
Albatross
Lapwing
Mary Jane
Glide
Bex
Annie
Lily
William A Alice
Trio
Ann
Annie
Integrity
Sophia
John Alison
Vine
Order
Phoebe
Providence
William
Friendship
George
Civility
Gertrude Boop
Christopher
Gipsy
Only Daughter
Excel
Hyperion
Calder
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Earl A Holler
William Todd
Capt Chester
Thomas Rusling
George Matchell
Mr Wray
Mrs Cundell
Mrs Cundell
Mr Stamper
Mr Sugden
Wm Hinsliffe
Mr Venus
(probably Avenus)
Mr Newbold
Mr Avenue
John Smith
Wm Woolass

Boat
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel

Rob Roy
Economy
Arthur
Two Sisters
Nelly
Zulu
Aunt Mary
Earnest
Luvis
Alma
Magic

Keel
Keel
Keel
Keel

Henry
Faith
Phoebe
Trent

KEELMEN’S and LIGHTERMEN’S CUPS
A note appeared in the winter 1984-85 issue of SLABLINE referring to the Arthur Schofield
Challenge Cup competed for by the Stainforth Keelmen. This generous loan by Captain Fred
Schofield prompted the deposit of yet another cup by J W Thompson on behalf of the Keel
and Sloop Preservation Society. It is inscribed Hull Lightermens Aquatic Sports, Sculling
Championship of England, presented by the Committee of 1936.
A series of plates fixed to the wooden base indicate that the winners were as follows:
J Ward, 29 August, 1936; E Holgate, 17 July 1937;
F Holgate, 9 July 1938 and again on 12 August, 1939 and
J W Dean, 29 July, 1950.
The holes of the retaining pins and stains on the wood indicate there were two other
recipients of the trophy but the plates have now been lost. Does anyone know who were
the later winners and in what years?
A G CREDLAND
Town Docks Museum
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PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO
Local history enthusiast, Alan Ford, opened a permanent photographic exhibition with a
difference in October. Copies of all prints on show will be available for sale.
The Christian Ford Collection houses some 1,200 prints of ships which regularly sailed on
the River Humber during the period 1910-1950 and includes trawlers, steam ships, tugs,
paddle steamers, sailing ships, keels and sloops.
The major part of the collection comes from glass negatives previously owned by wellknown photographer Harry Cartledge and it is on display in the first floor galleries above G
A Richardson’s, 3 Prince Street in Hull’s Old Town. Viewing initially will be by appointment
only – Tel. 223053. Catalogues and price lists on request.

HULL MARITIME SOCIETY
Programme
October 29th

Paddle Steamers Afloat. Frank Gladwell, Chairman of the North of
England Branch of the Paddle Steamer Preservation Society.

November 26th

Fishing on Film. A return visit by Philip Sugg of the Film Unit at the
National Maritime Musuem, Greenwich.

January 28th

The Humber Bridge. An illustrated talk by by M L Stockwell,
Bridgemaster.

February 25th

The Development of the Fishing Industry.
The impact of science and technology on fishing methods; John
Tumilty, Senior Fishing Development Officer, Sea Fishing Industry
Authority.

March 25th

Marine Painting, a live demonstration in ship painting by Colin Verity,
one of our leading marine artists.

April 29th

The Dogger Bank Incident, the attack on the Hull fishing fleet by the
Russian Navy, 21-22 October, 1904; Arthur G Credland, Keeper,
Town Docks Museum.
Meetings are held on the last Tuesday in the month.
Phone Hull (0482) 222737 for more details.
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AMY HOWSON IN LEEDS
After a busy sailing season we were all set for going back into Barton Haven for the winter
when we were contacted by the BBC, who wanted an old-fashioned looking ship as
background scenery for a series being filmed for children’s television.
Three of the personnel making the film came along and had a look at Amy, took a few
photos, and went away assuring us they’d give us a phone call, yea or nay. Shortly after, a
nice letter dropped through my letterbox, and Cyril and I were contracted to take Amy to
Leeds for the first two weeks in October.
Motoring up the canal to Leeds was very interesting, particularly as we’d kept the leeboards
fitted and the mast was lowered for the umpteen bridges.
Arriving at the Waterways Depot at Leeds we found we’d moored in 19th century London.
The Victorian warehouse had been de-modernised and scenery and various carts, barrels,
ropes and sacks cast about to heighten the effect.
We were moored near the ‘Lady of the Lea’, which was fitted with topmast, sail and rudder
mizzen. In the Basin was a Leeds & Liverpool barge, the ‘Irwell’, struggling under a
makeshift sprit and rig. The mast and sprit were steel tubes! A real sail, topmast and winch
were added. The whole effort was to make Irwell look like ‘Dawn’, which was too big to get
through the locks. In any sort of wind the poor little barge rolled alarmingly. Moored safely
on dry land was what appeared to be a two-masted square sailer – alas only two huge
poles complete with top masts, sails and spars. Scenery building hid the ‘hull’ of the vessel.
However, one day Cyril, myself and Trev (off the ‘Lady’) were stood beneath the masts
watching the wind attempting to remove the spars and sails when we were joined by an old
friend of the Society, Mr Wicksteed, of Cutty Sark and Mayflower fame. Seeing that the
rigging was only hung in position and the shrouds and ratlines ‘props’, Mr Wicksteed’s
judgement was, “let well alone, let’s go look at Amy”. I’ll keep in touch with him for the
Society.
When filming actually started we found that there was more to it than simply standing
watching people in costume and cameras wafting about. Invariably the boats had to be
prepared, extras had to be organised and horses and carts led up and down by their
attendants dressed in costume of course. The inevitably we’d have to re-site the ships for
the next scene. Not so bad with ‘Amy’ and the ‘Lady’ but the Irwell was certainly a test of
patience!
The series which will possibly be shown next March time is called ‘Child of Darkness’ and
briefly concerns the escapades of a boy chimney sweep who overhears some anarchical plot
and goes on the run from the villains by going to sea on a sailing barge.
We were even given the opportunity to sail ‘Amy’ past the camera, which was great fun,
until they said “again please” and then “once more” and so on. Cyril was lucky, he was
issued with a nicely tatty smock and woolly cap – I got a rather large size set of oilskins
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(made of canvas) and a huge sou’wester hat. The extra who came aboard was dressed in
oilies and sou’wester also, so we were christened ‘the Cisco Kid and Pancho’ ho, ho!!
When filming finished someone usually shouts “Cut” – we’ve all seen it on the telly haven’t
we – that was the cue for us to go crackers on ‘Amy’, Cyril would start the engine and stick
‘Amy’s’ bows across the cut, I would tear off the daft hat and top, drop the foresail in a
heap and dive to lash it up somehow. Cyril would dodge down the deckside as ‘Amy’
rounded up and we’d drop the main. By the time we were motoring past the principal actors
and the personnel we were able to exchange nonchalant badinage.
When the scenes at Leeds were completed both the Beeb and ‘Amy’ made a quick exit. For
the BBC a set up in Hull High Street, for ‘Amy Howson’ a pause in Barton Haven and then
off to Cooks shipyard New Holland where she was hauled up on the slip for a check-up. The
bilge plates seeming to be OK, we shall thrash a couple of coats of black varnish on them
and watch the next job, which is sorting the bows out, straightening the whiskers and
pushing the delves out of her plates.
The foredeck is to be renewed as well, the present deck is well past it and wholesale
replacement is the only solution. We hope to have ‘Amy’ moored in Barton Haven in
November for her winter re-fit and continued restoration, I hope some members can come
and lend a hand at weekends – give us a ring or turn up on a Saturday or Sunday.
DAVE ROBINSON

“CHILD OF DARKNESS”
by
Leon Garfield
Producer: Paul Stone
Film Cameraman: Remi Ade Farasin
Principal Cast:
Barnacle (chimney sweep)
Tom Gosling (skipper Lady of the Lea)
Mrs McDipper (off the Medway Queen)
Miranda McDipper
Amy Howson
Medway Queen
Lady of the Lea
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Director: Renny Rye

Courtney Roper-Knight
Tony Haygarth
Judy Cornwell
Cathy Murphy
Amy Howson
Dawn, and the Irwell
Lady of the Lea
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SAILING in 1986

We expect to draft our programme of proposed sailings for AMY HOWSON and COMRADE
round about the turn of the year. Anyone requiring a copy before the next issue of ‘Slabline’
should write to J W Thompson (address on first page) enclosing a stamped addressed
envelope.

COMRADE in 1985
This year has seen the leeboards and associated gear progress very close to fitting but, due
to the lateness in the season, they are still beautifully preserved in the hold. Next year, we
could only offer the excuse that we are a Preservation Society and that ‘Comrade’ excellent
ship that she is, sails well enough without them.
Sailing was delayed in May because of too small a tolerance in the new stern bush, a fit
admirable in standard engineering practice but with drawbacks in the stern of a ship.
Nevertheless, our engineers and real welders got over it and the season, though shortened,
was not unsuccessful.
Climatic conditions were less than kind to us, although we cannot claim to have been
exceptionally singled out for bad treatment by the Clerk of the Weather. Sufficient to say
those halcyon days with both sails drawing nicely under a bright sky were not the norm this
year. We took parties out whenever it was possible and safe to do so, although a greater
portion of many trips had to be under power. Fortunately, our new procedures for the
engine stopped when sailing have avoided certain difficulties met in 1984.
At times, the wind proved so strong that it was necessary to ‘wear’ the ship under power!
Nevertheless, some of the disappointment over weather conditions is reduced by the extra
experience gained and further confirmation, if needed, of the fine qualities of ‘Comrade’.
‘PURCHASEMAN’
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HUMBER KEEL AND SLOOP PRESERVATION SOCIETY LTD
Price List
Price
£
Humber Keels -

A collection of historical documents

2.00

Greetings Cards -

with colour photograph of COMRADE sailing
on the Fossdyke. 10 cards with envelopes for

1.00

Four different views of Keels and Sloops

0.15

Postcards -

set of four

Society ties, with Keel motif, in green or maroon

3.00

‘Discovering Maritime Museums and Historic Ships’ by M J Stammers

0.60

‘Old Ships, Boats and Maritime Museums’ by P Sullivan

1.50

‘Yorkshire Waterways’ by Peter L Smith

1.00

‘Canals are Great’ – an activity book for young people by Peter L Smith

0.50

Ethel and Angela Jane – A brief history of Commercial Carrying
on the Calder and Hebble Navigation

0.50

‘Beckside Today’ – by Mary Ingleby

0.20

‘Humber Shipping’ – by M E Ulyatt and E W Paget-Tomlinson

2.20

‘Whales and Whaling’ by Arthur Credland

0.90

‘The Humber’ – by Anthony V Watts

1.50

‘Navigable Rivers of East Yorkshire’ – by B F Duckham

0.35

•

AMY HOWSON – coloured place mats. View off Hull’s Albert Dock each

0.50

Six for 2.50
•

AMY HOWSON – T-shirts

POA

Small (26-28)

POA

•

Large range of Ladybird books

•

AMY HOWSON – mugs, plates, colouring sets

COMRADE and AMY HOWSON badges

POA
each

Yorkshire Keelman’s Gansey. Knitting leaflet by Mary Wilson

0.10
0.30

*********
Available from the Sales Officers, Miss H Darby, 13 Middle Garth Drive, South Cave, Brough,
North Humberside and
Mrs F Harrison, 137 Waterside Road, Barton-on-Humber, South Humberside
•

Items marked thus only from Mrs Harrison.

POSTAGE
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